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Fifteenth Infantry Regiment

“The Old China Hands”
http://www.15thinfantryra.org
Dear Old China Hands,
I am sad to report the death of our Association Staff Judge Advocate and longtime supporter in
Columbus, GA and Fort Benning, Bob Poydasheff. Bob was always ready to help the Association and
was a great support to me as President over the years. He was 90 years old and will be sorely missed.
You will notice our editor is sporting a new rank―Monika and I had the great pleasure of being present for
Andrew Lerch’s promotion to Lieutenant Colonel outside the Pentagon under one of the two flagpoles
near the Pentagon marina. It was a small ceremony, but it surely was special for the Lerch family.
As I write this message it is getting ever more likely SFC Alwyn Cashe will finally receive the Medal of
Honor. It is about time! His combat actions were amazing and it should never have taken this long to
recognize them. He epitomized the non-commissioned officer and warrior ethic. On my last visit to the
Infantry Museum, I was proud as a Can Do veteran to see that the Infantry Association uses SFC Cashe’s
story in its theater as an example of NCO leadership.
It has been a slow summer―COVID-19 put the damper on many activities. News within the Association
has been minimal. Tom Heitzer has done a great job updating our database, sadly identifying Association
members who have passed away. Attrition is hitting us hard and we are not covering our losses with new
members. We all must continue to recruit our friends, our buddies, our colleagues from our times in the
Regiment into the Association.
Although the National Museum of the United States Army has not yet opened for visitors, we recently
visited the grounds of the museum and saw the many bricks that museum supporters have purchased.
One in particular caught my eye, a large brick honoring Audie Murphy! I don’t know who honored him
with this recognition, but certainly would like to thank them.
The new 3-15 Infantry battalion commander, LTC Brian Fisher, has sent us a letter from Eastern Europe
with an update on the battalion’s training. It is good news that the battalion will be returning to Fort
Stewart in October. We are looking forward to reestablishing our habitual close relationship with our Can
Do soldiers! That is, as much as we can within the limits of COVID-19.
John Lagow has submitted another installment of his Dragon Tales, the story of his service with 1-15
Infantry in the Cold War. Thank you, John.
Your Association leadership continues to work hard to keep our outfit afloat. We would appreciate some
help. Please, step up and volunteer to fill one of our many open positions. Let’s show the spirit of Can Do
lives on in the Association. Can Do! Tim
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The Dragon is the quarterly publication of the 15th Infantry Regiment Association. Published in
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andrew.g.lerch.mil@mail.mil.
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Taps
Richard W. Newport-Non-Member
Chattanooga, TN
CPT, A CO, 1 BN, CW, 1966-67
DOD 11/23/2019
Reported by Al Eichenlaub
Arthur M. Binkley-LM
Conyers, GA
MSG, B CO 1 BN, CW, 1957-63
DOD 01/28/2020
Reported by Tom Heitzer

Arlanda Utal Ritchie-LM
Clovis, CA
SGT, B CO, 1 BN, II, 1940-42
DOD 09/25/2014
Reported by Tom Heitzer
Robert S. Poydasheff-Assoc LM
Columbus, GA
DOD 09/24/2020
Reported by Tim Stoy

Howard G. Swacina-LM
Evansville, WI
TSG, HHC, 2 BN, II, 1940-44
DOD 09/07/2020
Reported by son, Dwight Swacina

New Members
John W. Fitzpatrick-Upgrade to LM William Blissett-LM
Sarasota, FL.
Tucson, AZ
SP/4, A CO, 1 BN, CW, 1966-68
LTC, CO A, 2 BN, CW, 1971-72

Robert L. Yancy-Upgrade to LM
Laurel Place, NC
SFC, B CO, 2 BN, CW, 1970-73

Membership Report
NUMBER OF MEMBERS BY PERIOD

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP BY TYPE

NUMBER OF CHINA HANDS

0

REGULAR LIFE

197

NUMBER OF WWII MEMBERS

17

REGULAR ANNUAL

37

NUMBER OF KOREA MEMBERS

82

ASSOCIATE LIFE

20

NUMBER OF COLD WAR MEMBERS

78

ASSOCIATE ANNUAL

6

NUMBER OF PEACETIME MEMBERS

17

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

260

NUMBER OF OEF FORCES

1

NUMBER OF OIF FORCES

8

NUMBER OF GWOT FORCES

31

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

26

TOTAL MEMBERS

260
Announcement

The 15th Infantry Regiment Association has moved. It can be found by at: http://www.15thinfantryra.org.
Please visit and check out this user friendly site. You are able to fill out an application for membership, send to
the database administrator, and pay your dues using the PayPal button. Also, you will find interesting information
that will be updated on a regular basis and read back issues of the Dragon newsletter in the library section. Enjoy
the new site and come back often.
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Annual Regular & Associate Dues Now Due
Annual membership dues for 2021 are due starting in the month of October. Check your mailing label and,
if you have 2020 expiration date to the right of your name your dues need to be paid for 2021. Send your
check or money order to Tom Heitzer at 231 Normandie Drive, Bonne Terre, MO 63628 or go online to
www.15thinfantryra.org and find the “Click here to Pay Dues” button. If your membership fee is not paid by
12/31/2020 then the January 2021 DRAGON will be your last issue received and you will be dropped from
the membership rolls.
Regular Annual & Associate Membership dues are $10.00 (Current Active Duty is $5.00). Multiple year
payments are welcomed. Life membership rates are: To age 60--$150; age 61 to 69-- $120; age 70 to79-$100; age 80 and above--$50. If you are on active duty and deployed at this time, contact us and we
will extend your membership until you return, but you need to let us know of your deployment
status. E-mail Tom Heitzer at theitzer001@charter.net to let him know of your deployment and we will
extend your membership.
Active Battalion Update
Greetings 15th Infantry Regiment,
With this being my first contribution to “The Dragon” newsletter, I will take this opportunity to introduce
myself, LTC Brian Fisher, the new China 6. I am an infantry officer who hails from Pennsylvania. I
graduated from the United States Military Academy in 2002 and have served in both light and
mechanized Infantry formations since. I am truly honored and humbled to join the great China team. I
would also like to take this opportunity to introduce CSM Nicholas Paske, who took the reigns as China 7
back in March. CSM Paske hails from Wisconsin, is an infantryman, and has also served in both light
and mechanized Infantry organizations.
I am nothing but impressed with the Soldiers of China Battalion since taking command in mid-July. The
China team is motivated and getting after our partnership mission as part of the Operation Atlantic
Resolve (OAR) Regionally Aligned Force (RAF). Upon completion of Defender 2020 in Poland, the
battalion deployed to forward operating sites in Romania and Hungary. The month of August was
action-packed for the battalion with the companies executing crew gunnery, squad live fires, and platoon
live fire exercises in both Romania and Hungary. I am extremely proud of what I saw the Can Do team
accomplish in one month’s time.
As I write this, the majority of the battalion is in Hungary participating in Exercise Brave Warrior―a
partnership training exercise with the 25th Brigade of the Hungarian Defense Force. Apache Company is
in Romania executing Exercise Justice Eagle―a partnership exercise with the Romanian 9th
Mechanized Brigade. Finally, Charlie Rock is competing in the Hellenic Tank Challenge―a tank platoon
competition in Greece. It is a very busy, but exciting month for the team.
In early October, the battalion will consolidate in Romania―the first time China battalion is consolidated
in one location since leaving Poland. At that point, we will shift our focus towards redeployment
operations as we get ready to head back to Ft. Stewart, GA. As you can imagine, our China Soldiers are
excited to get back home to their friends and families.
CSM Paske and I are extremely proud of what China battalion has accomplished and will continue to
accomplish over the next few months. We look forward to hopefully meeting many of you during our
tenure as China 6 and China 7. Best of wishes to all the Old China Hands. CAN DO!
Rock of the Marne! Send Me! Can Do!
LTC Brian Fisher, China 6
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Historians’ Corner
15th Infantry Regiment Honored with Unit Tribute at the National Museum of the United States Army
Tim and Monika Stoy have purchased a unit tribute honoring the 15th Infantry Regiment at the National
Museum of the United States Army. The tribute includes the Regiment’s official special designation of Old
China Hands and its constitution date; its coat of arms and Regimental motto; its war and overseas service;
the number of Medal of Honor recipients; and its unit awards, both US and foreign, for its combat service up
to the time of the tribute’s purchase and design in August 2020. This is his personal tribute to the Regiment
in which he served his three Infantry unit leadership and command assignments. Tim served as a
Mechanized Infantry Rifle Platoon Leader in Wildflecken with 2-15 IN 1982-1983; Mechanized Infantry Rifle
Company Commander in 4-15 IN at Fort Knox, KY 1987-1988; and Battalion Executive Officer in 1-15 IN in
Schweinfurt 1995-1996. Monika is an Associate member of the Association.
He has remained dedicated to the Regiment and its sterling history through his service as Regimental
Association Historian since 1997 and as Regimental Association President since 2007. He was designated
a Distinguished Member of the Regiment in 2004.
The grand opening of the National Museum of the United States Army was originally scheduled for June
2020, but has been delayed until November 2020 due to COVID-19 and Virginia’s virus mitigation
measures. The museum estimates 700,000 persons will visit the museum each year. It is located off the
Fairfax County Parkway outside Fort Belvoir in Fairfax County, Virginia, and only six miles from George
Washington’s Mount Vernon. This will provide the Regiment great exposure as visitors pass by!
It is never too late to purchase a brick, a tree, a unit tribute, sponsor a chair in the theater, or other
opportunities. Look at the Army Historical Foundation website for details―www.armyhistory.org. The great
15th Infantry Regiment deserves this recognition and Tim and Monika are honored to sponsor this tribute.
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Riding the Dragon: Getting There Part III
By John Lagow
March 1964 – February 1967
Garrison duty in a peace time Army consists of training, unit and individual physical training, endless
hours of motor pool and track park maintenance, and of course inspections in preparation for even more
and bigger inspections―the old spit and polish routine. For the enlisted man of the grades below
sergeant E-5 Buck Sergeant, additional duties were routine and administered by the infamous “Duty
Roster” managed, controlled and strictly enforced by the unit First Sargant. Duties included but were not
limited to guard, KP, and CQ runner. These duties were assigned for weekday and weekend duties.
Weekend duties of course interfered with any planned recreational or personal time off activities.
The newer replacements, I included, were somewhat restricted to the post early on due to limited
finances among other issues, including access to the civilian community and duty-free time afforded.
We then focused our attention to the exploration and utilization of our on-post facilities. On post was an
airplane hangar complex which was utilized for military operational purposes and had in addition space
allocated for welfare and recreation for the post personnel. There was a small snack bar, a PX, and
American Express office downstairs on the ground floor. There were also gymnasium facilities on the
ground floor used for the usual sports activities and special events requiring a large indoor space.
Upstairs was a recreation room, a pool hall, and a small three or four lane bowling alley. When I had the
duty-free time available and to supplement my spending money, I would dodge bowling balls at the end
of the alleys to set pins for ten cents a line and a beer a game. The gutter balls were the worst hazard.
Ouch!
Alcohol was, of course, not allowed into the barracks in those days. We used the bowling alley or the
enlisted man’s club for our alcohol consumption on post. As I do not remember a great deal about the
EM club other than it was near railroad tracks and a long way from our barracks, it obviously left little
impression on me. I had little interest in spending an evening drinking with the people I worked and lived
with.
My attentions then directed to the alternative for meaningful recreation and that was life off post in the
community. Getting off post took time, patience and of course money, in this case the DM or Deutsche
Mark. In the photo below you see me, of course, sitting in one of the local hang outs for GI’s the Milk
Bar. There were several GI bars downtown Kitzingen to include the La Paloma, the Hill Billy Bar, and
others all in walking distance of each other. On the table you can see a twenty Mark bill and with the
dollar exchange rate of approximately four to one this represents about five US dollars at that time. Not
a great deal of money but considering you could share a taxi ride to town costing about three marks
each and the fact that a large “Flip Top” beer cost only fifty pfennigs, half a Mark, you could ride
downtown and back, have several beers at one or many other locations, possibly a schnitzel sandwich,
and still have money left from the twenty Mark bill. Sounds good.
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John Lagow at the Milk Bar downtown Kitzingen 1964
You will also notice in the photo that I am wearing a suit. Yes, a suit. In 1964, you could not leave the
post without wearing a coat and tie as we were still maintaining the exemplary dress code of the American
Soldier. Please note that as no one that I knew of, enlisted men that is, coming to Germany carried suits
or even sport coats in their duffle bags, thus creating a supply and demand issue. Enter “Hong Kong
Charlie. He roamed the post offering his tailored made suits, yes from Hong Kong, to all that could or
even could not afford to buy one. But, we did (as I did) this as part of our off-post ticket to recreation and
entertainment. Charlie probably made a fortune until the dress code changed, but, in the interim, he
served a useful purpose to us. As far as civilian attire went, we were probably the best dressed infantry
battalion in Europe. I will also add that, in my opinion, the quality of these garments was better than
anything produced today. Okay, we have D Marks, a suit, we have a pass, made it off post, and are
enjoying a night on the town. Oh yes, getting the off-post pass was a process unto itself. Units were only
authorized to have so many members on pass or away from post at any given day or night. To get a pass,
you had to make that request through the chain of command from squad leader to platoon sergeant, and
then through the first sergeant for final approval. If you were lucky and ran the chain of command gauntlet
successfully, you were allocated a pass for the evening until 2400 hours bed check. Passes were secured
in the orderly room and issued by the CQ after retreat or 1700 hours. A three-day pass process will be a
whole different discussion at a later writing. I am off.
After a fun-filled and exciting night on the town as the evenings wound down, the next challenge was to
return to post in good condition and on time as there was a midnight bed check in force in those days. Or
else, you’d be a long time coming for another off post excursion. Taking a taxi back to the main gate and
running down to the barracks to make the bed check was a learned experience―timing was essential.
However, if you were out of sorts or intoxicated, you ran the risk of being stopped by the gate guards/unit
police, and reported as such. That also meant that you would miss bed check and the list of infractions
grew from there. An alternative was to ask the taxi driver (for a little extra compensation) to drive you past
the main gate and down the road to a guest house across from the post on the main road running by the
post. You would leap out, scurry across a field (planted or not depending on the season), and
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approach/crawl under a hole in the fence. This was well known and used frequently by many. There was
a road of sorts that ran from behind the barracks to the mess halls and along the fence line. One had to
get on the road and race to the barracks to beat the bed check time. As it took some time for the CQ to
check all the rooms in two different barracks there was always a good probability for success. Since there
were no perimeter guards at this location, the danger was minimal except for the disciplinary action
warranted if caught. Of course, I only know of all this through hearsay. Made it!
We settled into what we felt was a mundane routine of training, vehicle maintenance, and the endless
hours of what seemed like meaningless military activity including KP, guard duty, and other trivial duty
assignments to the common Soldier. This dragged on until 15 June 1964, when the battalion received a
new Commanding Officer, LTC. Frank P. Jones. LTC Jones was no stranger to the 15th Infantry having
served with the “Can Do” Regiment in 1942, serving in Africa, Sicily, and Italy.

It was time to get serious and hang on to the reins. LTC. Jones hit the ground running and we were hardpressed to keep up. In the infantry, you train and test proficiency at all levels, individual, squad, platoon,
company, and battalion on an annual training cycle. In addition, major field exercises and live fire
exercises were held in the various major training areas such as Wildflecken, Hohenfels, and Grafenwoehr.
It was obvious that the major field exercises would be conducted during the cold weather months to
reduce maneuver damage from the large, armored vehicles and that warm weather exercises focused on
light infantry training with limited armored vehicle traffic.
That said, the summer months were devoted to preparation for infantry squad testing when the squads
were evaluated and graded on their ability to detect and clear mine fields; Chemical, Biological and
Radiological problems; infantry tactics initiative; and attitude. All this occurred while conducting extended
period exercises against another unit acting as the adversary. These tests were conducted in our alert
area Kloster Forest and the Steigerwald, nicknamed by us Alpha company men as “Hanna’s Hills.” CPT
Bobby Hanna was our company commander at the time. Bragging rights for best squads were important
and well-earned after much training and preparation for the tests.
Heavy weapons units, mortars, 106-gun sections, radar, and other combat support units were also tested
after rigorous training, preparation, and evaluation of combat readiness and proficiency. Squad testing
then graduated to platoon testing. Since we were a mechanized infantry unit platoon testing moved into a
wider dynamic of evaluation. In addition to the individual squad capabilities, platoons were tested on
8
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standard operating procedures and coordination of operations related to mechanized infantry tactics and
execution. By the way, Alpha Company’s second platoon won that year’s competition. LTC. Jones at a
retreat ceremony, congratulated the platoon leaders for their outstanding leadership and
accomplishments.
The summer months evaporated into the fall and into October with a trip to Wildflecken to conduct semiannual training devoted primarily to weapons familiarization and qualification. Once again, Alpha
Company excelled by qualifying the highest percentage of firers on the train-fire qualification course. The
capstone of the Wildflecken excursion was the foot march to home station in Kitzingen, taking nearly three
days with two overnight bivouacs along the way and covering about seventy miles. We were welcomed
home by the Division Commander, Maj. Gen. A. O. Conner, and Col Harris, the 2nd Brigade Commander.
The 3rd Id Band marched us through the main gate to the welcoming crowd of families with appropriate
offerings of homemade goodies.
With the looming Battalion Army Training Test (ATT) in December, much of November was spent in
preparation for and conduct of field exercises to hone those skills and tactics required for successful
ratings of a combat-ready Battalion. The Steigerwald forest became our home away from home until a
satisfactory level of readiness was reached by the Battalion Commanders evaluation.
In late November, many of us received a surprise respite of sorts by being sent to Strasbourg, France to
participate in ceremonies marking the 20th Anniversary of the liberation of Strasbourg from the Germans in
1944. Fortunately, I was a member of the 200-man detachment sent under the command of 1LT William
Kearns, B Co Commander, to present the colors of the 15th Infantry in a pass in review before French
President Charles de Gaulle as recognition and remembrance of the days the 15th had spent around
Strasbourg in 1944. We stood tall and looked “Can Do” good.

This Stars and Stripes article covers the ceremony with French President De Gaulle in Strasbourg
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1LT Morton leads the 15th in the pass and review. I am in the fourth rank outside file. At the conclusion of
the pomp and ceremonies, we were given some free time in the area and took advantage of the opportunity.
As seen in the photo we also took the liberty of exchanging uniforms with our French hosts and enjoyed
great photo opportunities.

John Lagow back row standing second from left
Back to the spit and polish of a peace time army (end of November), the Third Division conducted the
Division’s 47th Anniversary parade at Harvey Barracks. An impressive, mounted review was conducted on
the airfield and, of course, a must show of combat capability was displayed. Many hours of preparation by
all units for scraping, painting, cleaning, and polishing drew the measured response of awe and
excitement from all participants and spectators. I am not completely sure of this, but I believe the German
actress, Elke Sommer, was the 3rd ID “Marne Girl” that year and participated in the parade.
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December brought the much anticipated apex of the annual training cycle and, with a sense of
apprehension, the ATT. We moved out to Kloster Forest on the morning of December 10th under the
umbrella of another readiness test (alert). We were from there directed to move to the Tauber valley,
south of Wurzburg, to begin the ATT controlled by the Brigade Commander Col. Harris W. Hollis and with
the opposing force of the 3rd Squadron of the Seventh Cavalry (later in my Army career I would serve with
the 3rd Squadron Seventh Cavalry}.The objective was to demonstrate and prove combat proficiency of an
infantry battalion) under simulated combat for a sustained period of time through all elements of inclement
weather and difficult terrain. Culmination of the ATT rated the Battalion ‘combat ready” by the Division
Commander Maj. Gen Albert O. Connor. Under LTC Jones’ leadership, we had done well and excelled in
our training and demonstrated combat readiness proficiency. We were pleased and proud of ourselves as
a tremendous sense of relief rolled over us going into the end of year holiday season.
There is one last note or two about LTC. Frank P. Jones that surrounded his arrival. For those of us who
stood guard mount and competed for the selection of Colonels Orderly, we had to get used to the grilling
on general orders, weapons/equipment, and military trivia. You better know the middle name of LTC
Frank P. Jones as a game changer—do you? (I did and I won). Shortly after LTC Jones took command,
there was a circulated cherished myth, that we were to be marched to a theater location on the battalion’s
organization day annually to watch the move “To Hell and Back,’ where those soldiers sitting in the first
three rows were required to “police up the brass” at the conclusion of the movie. Only true Can Doers
know the meaning and value of that story.
We were all encouraged to join, but I do not know how many members of our unit at that time were
members of the Association of the 1st Battalion, 15th Infantry. I cannot verify the authenticity of the
signature of LTC Jones on this membership card that I received, but I want to believe that it is his.

On Christmas Eve in 1964 we were in our Alpha Company barracks corner room. Candles lit, army
blanket spread over a footlocker playing poker for money, we had liquor and beer was in abundance―all
violations of the rules and regulation of the day. At what time I do not remember, but late in the evening a
knock on the door was preceded by the immediate entrance of LTC Jones in civilian attire―probably not a
“Hong Kong” Charlie product. We took a collective heart leap and jumped to our feet. His comments were
something to the effect of “just wanted to wish you a merry Christmas and a good evening, carry on“ and
he left as he had come. We stood there in amazement and disbelief of what had just occurred. We never
heard a word or comment about the visit but gained a whole new level of respect for our commander.
Happy New Year 1965 and it is on to even more excitement and challenges on this Dragon Ride. The best
is yet to come.
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